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Voluntary spatial attention concentrates neural re-
sources at the attended location. Here, we examined
the effects of spatial attention on spatial position
selectivity in humans. We measured population
receptive fields (pRFs) using high-field functional
MRI (fMRI) (7T) while subjects performed an atten-
tion-demanding task at different locations. We
show that spatial attention attracts pRF preferred
positions across the entire visual field, not just at
the attended location. This global change in pRF
preferred positions systematically increases up the
visual hierarchy.Wemodel these pRF preferred posi-
tion changes as an interaction between two compo-
nents: an attention field and a pRF without the
influence of attention. This computational model
suggests that increasing effects of attention up the
hierarchy result primarily from differences in pRF
size and that the attention field is similar across the
visual hierarchy. A similar attention field suggests
that spatial attention transforms different neural
response selectivities throughout the visual hierar-
chy in a similar manner.
INTRODUCTION
Voluntary attention directed at a visual location, i.e., endogenous
spatial attention, represents a major influence of our cognitive
state on neural processing and visual perception (Anton-Erxle-
ben and Carrasco, 2013). In order to concentrate processing re-
sources at the attended location, attention affects neural
response properties (Martı´nez-Trujillo and Treue, 2002; Marti-
nez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004; McAdams and Maunsell, 1999;
Treue and Maunsell, 1999). These effects are thought to be
stronger at higher levels of visual processing (Buffalo et al.,
2010; Cook and Maunsell, 2002; Montijn et al., 2012; O’Connor
et al., 2002; Posner and Gilbert, 1999).
Models based on Gaussian interactions capture many as-
pects of these attentional effects. These models incorporate a
multiplication of two Gaussian components (Reynolds and
Heeger, 2009; Womelsdorf et al., 2008). In the case of spatialattention, the first of these, the stimulus-driven receptive field,
represents each neuron’s response selectivity in the absence
of attention. The second component, the attention field, repre-
sents attention’s influence and is centered at the attended
location, regardless of the receptive fields with which it
interacts.
The product of these two components predicts the neural
receptive field measured under the influence of attention. Spe-
cifically, this Gaussian multiplication predicts a shrinkage of
receptive fields and a reweighting of the spatial response selec-
tivity toward the attended location (Figure 1B). Indeed, such re-
weighting of response selectivity toward attended locations has
been observed in individual neurons in macaque V4 (Connor
et al., 1996, 1997) and MT (Womelsdorf et al., 2006, 2008),
leading to attraction of position preferences toward the at-
tended location. However, neither the entire visual field nor
other visual areas were sampled. Gaussian interaction models
predict that this reweighting of response selectivity, leading to
changes in preferred position, should occur in all receptive
fields throughout the visual field representation and visual hier-
archy. Here, we ask whether preferred position changes are
evident (i) in humans, (ii) throughout the visual field, and (iii)
throughout the visual hierarchy. Capturing these effects with
Gaussian interaction models allows us to examine (iv) how
well these models describe changes in preferred position and
(v) how the attention field changes throughout the visual
hierarchy.
To characterize these changes in response selectivity, we
used high-field functional MRI (fMRI) (7T) to measure population
receptive fields (pRFs) (Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008) in five hu-
man subjects. Subjects fixated on the center of a display
showing a visual field mapping stimulus (Amano et al., 2009; Du-
moulin and Wandell, 2008; Harvey and Dumoulin, 2011; Zuider-
baan et al., 2012) while performing an attention-demanding
contrast discrimination task to the left or right of the display (Fig-
ure 1A). At these task locations lay circular patches of changing
contrast-defined pink noise that randomly and independently
increased in contrast. Subjects were instructed to report
contrast increments of one covertly attended noise pattern,
alternating sides between scanning runs (see Experimental Pro-
cedures and Movie S1).
The pRF describes the aggregate spatial response selectivity
of the neural population within a given cortical location in terms
of preferred position (in horizontal and vertical dimensions) and
spatial extent of the tuning function (s) for both attentionNeuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 227
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Figure 1. The Stimulus Paradigm and Attention Field Model
(A) Subjects fixated at the cross while performing an attention-demanding
contrast discrimination task at either the left or right blue dot. The black circle
marks the region where a conventional mapping stimulus was shown to derive
the pRF properties (Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008).
(B) We modeled the effect of spatial attention at each attended location as a
Gaussian attention field (AF, solid black and blue Gaussians). Multiplying each
attention field with the stimulus-driven pRF (SD pRF, solid red Gaussian) re-
sults in the measured population receptive fields (pRFL and pRFR, black/red
and blue/red Gaussian). This model predicts that measuring the pRF preferred
position in either attention condition results in a pRF preferred position change
between conditions.
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Spatial Attention Attracts Position Preferencesconditions separately. We assume that performing the task in-
duces an attention field centered at the task location (Womels-
dorf et al., 2008). Despite an identical stimulus and stimulus-
driven pRF in both conditions (Figure 1B; SD pRF), Gaussian
interaction models predict a change in the measured pRF posi-
tion preference (Figure 1B; pRFl and pRFr) because of the
change in attention field position (Figure 1B; AFl and AFr) be-
tween the two conditions. This change reflects the reweighting
of the underlying spatial response selectivity toward the at-
tended location. The hypothesized change in pRF preferred po-228 Neuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.sitions between the two conditions that produce equally sized
attention fields at different locations is captured by the equation
pRF preferred position change=
ðmAFr  mAFlÞs2SD
s2AF +s
2
SD
; Equation 1
where thesSD is the stimulus-driven pRF size,sAF is the attention
field size, and (mAFr  mAFl) represents the distance between the
two attention field positions (see Experimental Procedures).
Comparing between symmetrical attended locations cancels
out the effects of distance to the attended location (Equation 10)
such that the observed change in position preference does not
depend on visual field position. Therefore, this approach high-
lights the changes in pRF preferred position due to spatial
attention.
Because we know both attended locations and because the
stimulus-driven pRF size can be calculated from the measured
pRF size and the attention field size (Equation 5), this Gaussian
interactionmodel only has one parameter to fit: the attention field
size (Equation 1). This parameter represents the magnitude of
attention’s influence on spatial response selectivity, with smaller
attention field sizes producing larger changes in preferred
position.
We found attention-induced changes in pRF preferred posi-
tions across all visual field positions and all visual field maps
measured (V1 to IPS4). These preferred position changes in-
crease up the visual hierarchy and are strongly correlated
with pRF size. A Gaussian interaction model (Equation 1) cap-
tures these preferred position changes well and estimates the
extent of the attention field that would predict the changes
seen in each visual field map. The extent of the attention field
does not show a systematic progression through the visual hi-
erarchy. Indeed, a model constraining the attention field to be
common across all visual field maps does similarly well in ex-
plaining the observed changes in pRF preferred position. As
such, our model suggests that the increase in pRF preferred
position changes up the visual hierarchy may be captured by
similar transformations of the visual field representation. Thus,
variations in the extent of preferred position change arise pri-
marily from variations in the stimulus-driven pRF size. The sim-
ilarity of this transformation suggests biological constancies in
the implementation of spatial attention throughout the visual
hierarchy.
RESULTS
fMRI Time Series Differ between Attentional Conditions
To examine the effect of the attentional manipulation on the raw
fMRI time series, we computed the average response to each
bar sweep relative to the center of each cortical location’s pRF
(see Experimental Procedures). We averaged the responses to
all bar crossings and attend-left and attend-right conditions
separately. Figure 2 presents the average time series obtained
from voxels in V3a within 2.5 of eccentricity in one subject
when the subject attended the target on the left (black dashed
line) or right (green dashed line) of fixation. When the bar moved
from left to right (Figure 2A), the response rose and peaked
earlier when the subject attended to the left compared to when
they attended to the right of the display. However, fMRI
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Figure 2. Averaged Raw fMRI Responses and the SEM
(A) Averaged fMRI responses to a horizontal bar sweep for V3a aligned to their
respective pRF position. Black line and data points represent the attend-left
condition; green line and data points represent the attend-right condition.
(B) Identical representation as in (A) for a vertical bar sweep. The insets
demonstrate the bar position relative to the mean pRF position. The fMRI re-
sponses differ for the horizontal bar sweep, but not the vertical bar sweep.
Averaged raw fMRI responses are shown as solid lines, and the SEM is shown
as dashed lines.
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Spatial Attention Attracts Position Preferencesresponses are not affected by attended location when the bar
moved from the top to the bottom of the stimulus display (Fig-
ure 2B). This indicates that the pRF’s response profile changes
in the direction of the attentional manipulation, i.e., in the hori-
zontal direction.
PRF Position Estimates Differ between Attentional
Conditions
We summarize these fMRI responses using pRF models (Du-
moulin and Wandell, 2008). For each cortical location and in
each attention condition, these models describe a 2D differ-
ence of Gaussians function with four parameters: horizontal po-
sition (x), vertical position (y), size (standard deviation) of the
positive Gaussian (s1), and size (standard deviation) of the
negative Gaussian (s2) representing the suppressive surround
(Zuiderbaan et al., 2012). We used the position and size param-
eters of the positive Gaussian to compare the spatial response
selectivity of each cortical location between the two attended
locations.
To summarize the pRF preferred position changes, we divided
the cortical locations in each visual field map into 16 bins based
on the mean pRF position preference across both conditions.
For each section, we compared the mean pRF position when
the subject attended the left and right targets (Figure 3A; Fig-
ure S1, available online, shows the steps involved in the binning
procedure). Preferred positions change with attended location
across the entire sampled visual field, with the direction of
change centered along the horizontal axis.
To quantify the observed position changes, we describe the
relationship between visual field eccentricity and preferred posi-
tion change or pRF size using a linear function. We extract the
middle of the stimulus eccentricity range (2.5) from this function
and use this as a representative value for pRF size or position
change in each visual field map. Figures 3B and 3C illustrate
the pRF preferred position change in each visual field map for
one example subject and the average across all subjects,respectively. Positive values indicate preferred position changes
in the direction that the attended location changed. pRF
preferred position changes are significantly larger than zero
(dependent samples t test, all p values < 106, corrected for up-
sampling and corrected for multiple comparisons using false
discovery rates [FDRs]; Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) for
each visual field map when data from all subjects are combined.
The pRF preferred position change increases up the visual hier-
archy, demonstrating an increasing effect of attention. Similarly,
pRF sizes increase across the visual hierarchy (Figure 3D),
consistent with previous reports (Amano et al., 2009; Harvey
and Dumoulin, 2011). The pRF sizes in each visual field map
correlate with the preferred position changes (Figures 3E and
S3C) (Pearson’s correlation coefficient: r = 0.93, p < 105, n =
15). To examine the dependency of the preferred position
changes on attention task and stimulus design, the experiment
was repeated in three subjects (two of which participated in
the main experiment) with a different stimulus and task (Movie
S2). Despite the different task and mapping stimulus, the pRF
preferred position changes measured during this experiment
are highly correlated with those measured in the main experi-
ment (Figures S3A and S3B; Pearson’s correlation coefficient:
r = 0.88, p < 105). This demonstrates that pRF preferred posi-
tion changes are not limited to our specific stimulus setup or
task.
Finally, we examined how much the cortical location of the
stimulus’s neural representation changes between our two con-
ditions due to these changes in pRF preferred positions. To
calculate the pRF preferred position changes inmillimeters along
the cortical surface (Figure 3F), we computed the cortical magni-
fication factor (see Experimental Procedures) of each cortical
location on the gray/white matter boundary and multiplied this
with its pRF preferred position change. Again, we use a linear
function to describe the relation between the cortical shifts and
eccentricity and extract a representative value at 2.5 eccentric-
ity. Like the changes in pRF preferred positions, the shift in acti-
vation along the cortical surface increases up the visual
hierarchy.
Eye Movements toward the Targets Cannot Explain pRF
Preferred Position Changes
Prior to fMRI scanning, subjects were trained to perform the
task with minimal eye movements. Only if the subjects were
able to do the task while keeping eye movements within a stan-
dard deviation of 0.25 did they continue to do the fMRI scan-
ning sessions. We did not record the eye movement during the
scanning sessions because of technical constraints. Because
eye movements toward the attended targets might move pRF
preferred position estimates toward the attended location, we
simulated the effect of eye movements. We created three
sets of simulated data by using a single data set from each
participant and incorporated eye movements toward the at-
tended target of 0.2, 1, and 2 (Levin et al., 2010). Next, we
computed the pRF preferred position changes for each visual
field map and plotted these changes as a function of pRF
size (Figure 3E, gray dashed lines). Simulated directionally
biased eye movements induce changes in pRF preferred posi-
tions but without a strong increase up the visual hierarchy orNeuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 229
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Figure 3. Measured pRF Preferred Position Changes and Their Relation to pRF Size
(A) Average size and direction of pRF preferred position change between the two attention conditions in different sectors of the visual field for one subject. All
preferred position changes are in the expected horizontal direction. See Figure S2 for data from all visual field maps for each individual subject and all subjects
combined. Positions of the lines are adjusted to pass through the center of each sector.
(B) Horizontal preferred position change for each examined visual field map from a single subject, showing that preferred position changes increase up the visual
hierarchy.
(C) Similar to (B) but for all subjects combined.
(D) pRF sizes for each visual field map for all subjects combined.
(E) Differences in preferred position changes across visual fieldmaps are strongly correlatedwith average pRF sizes (black crosses, fromC andD). The solid black
line is the best linear fit to these changes. The solid gray line represents the fit when gaze locations are separated by 1 between conditions (see Figure S3C). Gray
dashed lines represent linear fits to data from eye movement simulations of 0.2, 1, and 2 toward the attended location. Together, these data demonstrate that
eye movements produce similar pRF position changes for all pRF sizes and cannot explain the observed pRF position changes for the attention experiment.
(F) Preferred position changes converted to cortical surface distances. All error bars represent 95% confidence intervals determined by bootstrapping.
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Spatial Attention Attracts Position Preferencesrelationship with pRF size. To confirm these simulation results
with experimental data, we collected fMRI data for two of our
subjects while they viewed the same pRF mapping stimulus.
The fixation point was positioned 0.5 either left or right of
the center of the mapping stimulus, resulting in a 1 difference
in eye position between the two conditions. Participants re-
sponded to color changes of the fixation point. Again, we
computed the pRF preferred position changes and determined
the linear fit between average pRF sizes and preferred position
changes in each visual field map (Figure 3E, solid gray line [me-
dian fit]; Figure S3C, black data points). Again, pRF preferred
position changes resulting from different gaze positions do
not change with pRF size or visual field map. Thus, eye move-
ments toward the attended targets induce a near-constant
change in pRF preferred position regardless of pRF size and
cannot explain the increase in pRF preferred position change
with pRF size.230 Neuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Furthermore, a relationship between preferred position
change and pRF size was also observed within every visual field
map, including V1, V2, and V3 (Pearson’s correlation coefficient:
r = 0.18, 0.29, and 0.32, respectively; all p values < 106, cor-
rected for upsampling), which again is inconsistent with the
pRF size-independent effect of eye movements. As eye move-
ments toward the targets effectively add a constant to all
changes in preferred position, the maximum eye movement-
induced addition to changes in pRF preferred position can be
estimated from the change in pRF preferred position in the small-
est pRFs in V1. We estimate this as 0.17 (95% confidence inter-
val [c.i.]: 0.16–0.19). Whenmeasured outside the scanner, sub-
jects’ eye positionsmoved toward the attended target by amean
of 0.06 (95%c.i.:0.04–0.16). Consequently, eyemovements
cannot explain the observed relationship between pRF size and
pRF preferred position change either within or between visual
field maps.
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Figure 4. Attention Field Model Results
(A) Polar plots similar to Figure 3A, with the
attention field (AF) model’s predicted preferred
position changes presented as light gray bars.
(B) Estimated AF size (dark gray bars) and stim-
ulus-driven (SD) pRF size (light gray bars, right
axis) from fitting an AF separately to each visual
field map.
(C) Statistical significance of differences between
AF size estimates. Plusses and asterisks mark
significant differences between AFs for FDR
correction and the more conservative Bonferroni
correction, respectively.
(D) Estimated AF size (dashed line) and its 95%
confidence intervals (dark gray area) and the
estimated SD pRF size when a common AF is fit to
all visual field maps.
(E) Variance explained grouped across all visual
field maps for different models of the relationship
between pRF size and preferred position change,
with area-specific relationships between parame-
ters (dark gray bars) or commonparameters across
all areas (light gray bars). The noise ceiling (dashed
line with confidence intervals in white) represents
the amount of preferred position change in one
hemifield that can be explained by the preferred
position changes in the complementary hemifield.
All error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Spatial Attention Attracts Position PreferencesModulation by Gaussian Attention Fields Captures
Changes in pRF Preferred Position
Gaussian interaction models of attention explain the pRF
preferred position changes using two components: the stim-
ulus-driven pRF and the attention field. The increasingly large
change in pRF preferred position seen up the hierarchy could
be explained by an increase in stimulus-driven pRF size and/or
a decrease in attention field size up the hierarchy. To examine
these two possibilities, we estimated both components from
the measured pRF sizes and preferred position changes. For
each visual fieldmap and subject (and data grouped across sub-
jects), we determined the attention field size that captured the
most variance in the pRF preferred positions between conditions
across all cortical locations. The attention field estimation proce-
dure (see Experimental Procedures) used changes in binned
pRF preferred positions and the mean pRF size across both
attention conditions. To quantify the variance explained by atten-
tion field models, we used a 400-fold cross-validation proce-
dure, fitting an attention field to randomly selected halves of
the binned data and evaluating the fit on the complementary
half of the data. To quantify the maximum explainable variance
given the noise in the data, the noise ceiling (Machens et al.,
2004; Mante et al., 2005), we measured how much of the binned
pRF preferred position changes in one hemifield are captured by
the preferred position changes in the complementary hemifield.
Figure 4A shows the measured pRF preferred position
changes from Figure 3A overlaid with the change predicted by
the best-fitting attention field for each visual field map. Figure 4B
shows the estimated attention field size (AF size, dark gray bars)
and stimulus-driven pRF size (SD pRF size, light gray bars) for
each visual fieldmap. The attention field sizes shown are theme-
dian and 95%confidence intervals of all fitting iterations; SD pRFsizes are a representative value extracted at the middle of the
stimulus eccentricity range (2.5). SD pRF sizes increase sys-
tematically up the visual hierarchy, whereas the AF sizes are
similar across many visual field maps, with no clear tendency
to increase or decrease (perhaps increasing through early visual
field maps and decreasing through later maps). As such, SD pRF
sizes predict differences in pRF preferred position changes be-
tween visual field maps, while AF sizes do not. The expected
decrease in AF size up the hierarchy (which would increasingly
strongly attract pRF preferred positions) was not found. Yet, dif-
ferences in AF size between visual field maps were found. To
examine whether there are any significant differences between
the estimated attention fields, we first determined the overlap
between the bootstrap distributions seen in Figure 4B, i.e., the
probability that the attention field estimates are different for
any two visual field maps. Probabilities were corrected for multi-
ple comparisons using FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
This reveals that attention field estimates in V1 and IPS1–IPS4
are significantly smaller than those in other visual fieldmaps (Fig-
ure 4C). However, when excluding pRFs whose centers lay
outside the stimulus window in either attention condition, the
IPS maps do not have significantly different attention field sizes.
At the same time, the lack of systematic changes in AF size up
the hierarchy raises the possibility that AF size is similar in all vi-
sual field maps. To examine the amount of variance captured by
differences in attention field size, we reran our attention field
modeling procedure constrained to fit a common attention field
to all visual field maps. A common attention field model (Fig-
ure 4D) explains 70.7% (95% c.i.: 66.7%–74.3%) of the variance
in pRF preferred positions between conditions, which is not
significantly different from attention fields for each individual vi-
sual field map, which explains 72.2% (95% c.i.: 67.0%–76.1%)Neuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 231
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Figure 5. The Measured and Predicted pRF Position Change be-
tween the Two Conditions in Percentage of the Standard Deviation
of the Stimulus-Driven pRF
Position changes predicted by both a separate (gray bars) and single (light gray
bars) attention field model are shown. Data are obtained by linearly fitting
eccentricity binned data points. All error bars represent 95% confidence in-
tervals. Measured pRF position change is shown with dark gray bars.
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Spatial Attention Attracts Position Preferencesof the variance (p = 0.64, Figure 4E). When examining the vari-
ance explained for separate visual field maps (Figure S4), no
robustly significant reductions in variance explained are found
when fitting a common attention field (all p values > 0.46, FDR
corrected for multiple comparisons). However, statistical results
from V1 depend on the analysis parameters. Consequently, the
data suggest that an area-specific attention field may fit better
in V1, but we do not have the statistical power to strongly accept
or refute this difference. Thus, the variance explained by area-
specific attention fields is not significantly greater than that ex-
plained by a common attention field fit to all visual field maps,
except perhaps in V1.
Although the Gaussian attention field model explains the
observed preferred position changes well, we examined
whether two other relationships can explain the observed
changes. First, to test whether variance in pRF size affects
preferred position changes, we fitted a constant preferred posi-
tion change (constant PPC) in each visual field map irrespective
of the pRF size. Gaussian attention field models, whether area
specific or common, explain significantly more variance than
constant preferred position change models (p = 0.001) (Fig-
ure 4E). Furthermore, the effect of pRF size on preferred position
change within a visual field map is also supported by significant
correlations between the pRF sizes and preferred position
changes of cortical locations within every visual field map (all
p values < 106).
Second, to test whether the relationship between pRF size and
preferred position change is described by a linear function
(rather than the slightly nonlinear function predicted by Gaussian
models), we tested models with the best-fitting linear relation-
ship in each visual field map. This linear ratio model perform
very similarly to Gaussian attention fieldmodels, as theGaussian
models closely approximate a linear function over small ranges
of pRF sizes (Figure 4E). However, unlike for AF models, con-232 Neuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.straining the linear ratio model to use the same ratio for all visual
field maps significantly reduces the variance explained by the
model (75.5% versus 69.3%, p = 0.005). In sum, we prefer the
attention field framework because (1) it explains the measured
pRF preferred position changes at least as well as other relation-
ships to pRF size and (2) it is an established framework proposed
by previous studies.
PreferredPositionChangesAre Less than60%of theSD
pRF Size
To examine the magnitudes of preferred position changes rela-
tive to the stimulus-driven pRF sizes, we divided pRF preferred
position change between conditions by the estimated stim-
ulus-driven pRF size (Figure 5, dark gray bars). This demon-
strates that the preferred position changes are always less
than 60% of the standard deviation of the stimulus-driven pRF.
Furthermore, the ratio between preferred position changes and
stimulus-driven pRF sizes increases up the hierarchy with pRF
size. This increasing ratio is predicted by Gaussian interaction
models, which predict a nonlinear relationship between stim-
ulus-driven pRF size and pRF preferred position change
(Equation 1).
DISCUSSION
We found that voluntary spatial attention attracts the preferred
position of pRFs throughout the visual field toward the attended
location, and this attraction increases up the visual hierarchy.
The pRF attraction by attention was well captured by a model
that conceptualizes attention’s influence as a Gaussian attention
field that multiplicatively interacts with stimulus-driven neural
response properties. Both area-specific and common attention
fields across the visual hierarchy do similarly well in explaining
the observed changes in pRF preferred position. However, in
V1 and IPS maps, where methodological limitations may affect
estimates (see below), attention field estimates are likely smaller
than other visual field maps. Nevertheless, this suggests that the
increase in pRF preferred position changes up the hierarchy re-
sults primarily from the increase in the stimulus-driven pRF size
rather than variation in attention field size.
Although we found some differences in attention field size es-
timates between visual field maps, the increase in variance ex-
plained by fitting area-specific attention fields appears negli-
gible, with the possible exception of V1. The attention field size
in V1 may be smaller than those in other visual field maps, which
would indicate a larger influence of attention than in other visual
field maps. However, we believe that the smaller attention field
estimated in V1 may reflect methodological issues. Although
eye movements cannot explain the pattern observed across
the visual hierarchy, we suspect that due to V1’s small pRF sizes
in particular, small eye movements toward the attended location
will lead to a larger underestimation of attention field size in
earlier, compared to later, visual field maps. Indeed, this may
obscure a decreasing attention field across the visual hierarchy.
On the other hand, attention field sizes in IPS maps may also be
underestimated. PRFs here are very large and so fall largely
outside the stimulus area, which can lead to an underestimation
of pRF size, which in turn leads to underestimating the attention
Neuron
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changes. These methodological issues make it hard to reject
the hypothesis that a common attention field affects all visual
field maps. In sum, we find little evidence that attention fields
change across the visual hierarchy. The main contributor to the
increasingly large changes in pRF preferred position up the hier-
archy seems to be increases in pRF size. While our results
cannot exclude the possibility that the attention field changes
up the visual hierarchy, our results raise the possibility that atten-
tion transforms the neural representation of the visual field simi-
larly throughout the visual hierarchy.
The measured changes in preferred pRF position are consis-
tent with single-neuron electrophysiological reports of receptive
field preferred position changes in macaque V4 (Connor et al.,
1996; Connor et al., 1997) and MT (Womelsdorf et al., 2006; Wo-
melsdorf et al., 2008). These studies reported a change of the
receptive field’s center of mass toward the attended location,
akin to a skew of a Gaussian profile. This description suggests
not a change in the position of the receptive field, but rather a
modification of its shape. Niebergall et al. (2011a) have sug-
gested an expansion of the RF toward the attended location,
although these results are also consistent with an attraction of
the RF toward the attended location. Our pRF analysis does
not include a shape parameter but describes the pRF as an
isotropic Gaussian. Similarly, our model assumes a Gaussian
attention field and stimulus-driven pRF. As the product of two
Gaussians is also Gaussian, our measured pRF should be
Gaussian. Consequently, a skew or expansion of the Gaussian
profile toward the attended location would manifest itself as a
change in the Gaussian envelope location. Furthermore, we do
not believe we have the power to distinguish between a skew,
an expansion, or a shift of the Gaussian profile. As such, move-
ments of the Gaussian envelope, expansions, or skews of the
profile (or a combination of these factors) are complementary in-
terpretations of our pRF preferred position changes.
Gaussian models of spatial attention have much in common
with several qualitative models of attention (such as spotlights
and zoom lenses). Gaussian models are attractive here because
they make quantitative predictions of effects on receptive fields.
The idea of a spotlight that selects one location for attention but
leaves the rest of the visual field representation unaffected does
not describe the results we see. However, Gaussian models are
a simplified description of attention’s complex effects that pro-
vide a starting point for more detailed characterization of the
attention field. For example, deviations from Gaussian response
selectivity are known, both at single-neuron and population
levels (Britten and Heuer, 1999; Heuer and Britten, 2002; Kay
et al., 2013). Gaussians are amathematical abstraction that cap-
tures the observed changes and allows straightforward
modeling. Taking into account these deviations from Gaussian
assumptions may capture more details of the measured
response changes, as maymore complex models, such as addi-
tion of a suppressive surround component surrounding the
attention field Gaussian (Hopf et al., 2006) or a subsequent
normalization stage (Reynolds and Heeger, 2009).
Attention fields may reflect the spatial distribution of synaptic
gain, and a synaptic gain field would be consistent with our
modeling framework. However, it is also possible that attentionaffects the amplitude, rather than the spread, of the gain distribu-
tion differently in different visual field maps. As the amplitude of
the attention field is not included in the equations for Gaussian
multiplication (Equations 3 and 4), our modeling framework sug-
gests that attention field amplitude will not affect preferred posi-
tion changes. As such, attention may have effects on neural
response amplitude that are independent of preferred position
changes. By focusing on preferred position changes, our frame-
work cannot assess this factor.
Many models also address the issue of dividing attention be-
tween multiple targets (McMains and Somers, 2004; Niebergall
et al., 2011b). We focus on one target here, and it is unclear
how Gaussian models would extend to multiple targets. We
also note that any stimulus used to map a receptive field will
draw some exogenous attention itself, in effect making a further
focus of attention. Here we focus on the difference between two
attention locations with the same mapping stimulus, and so
perhaps similar exogenous attention influences, which may
reduce this problem.
While our model describes the measured changes in pRF
preferred positions well, we do not propose a biological mecha-
nism that may implement the attention field. Previous work
based on electrophysiology suggests that modulation of
response gain as a function of distance to the attended location
underlies the influence of attention (Reynolds and Heeger, 2009).
Indeed, an alternative explanation of our pRF preferred position
changes could be that they reflect asymmetrical response gain
across the neural population rather than a change in the
preferred position of the neural RF. We suggest the latter
because (1) we do not observe systematic asymmetrical
response amplitude changes across different cortical locations,
(2) similar preferred position changes have been observed in sin-
gle neurons, and (3) this alternative explanation is similar to the
mechanism behind attention effects proposed here (a normal-
ized Gaussian distributed gain). Specifically, asymmetrical mul-
tiplicative gain changes at one level of the visual hierarchy will
manifest itself as a change in preferred position of a receptive
field that samples from that level (Maunsell and McAdams,
2000). Briefly, if locations within a neural RF’s input get amplified
more when nearer to the attended location, the location that pro-
duces the largest response, i.e., the preferred position, will
change and specifically move toward the attended location. In
other words, the RF profile will be reweighted toward the at-
tended location.
We measure the aggregated receptive field of a population of
neurons, not the receptive field of a single neuron (Dumoulin and
Wandell, 2008; Smith et al., 2001). Both are measures of neural
spatial selectivity, but at different spatial scales. The pRFs that
we measure are affected by several factors that result in pRF
size estimates being larger than those of neural RFs (Dumoulin
and Wandell, 2008; Harvey and Dumoulin, 2011; Smith et al.,
2001). As a consequence, our estimate of the attention field is
affected similarly; this estimate will be larger than when derived
from single-neuron response selectivities.
Links to neural activity must also take into account that fMRI
measures hemodynamic changes reflecting neural activity indi-
rectly. We believe differences in the hemodynamic response
function (HRF) between our conditions cannot explain ourNeuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 233
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we do not expect the HRF between our two conditions to vary,
and we have used identical HRF models in analyzing data from
both conditions. Last, although eye movements can affect pRF
preferred position estimates, we demonstrate that eye move-
ments cannot produce the results seen using eye movement
measurement prior to scanning, measurements of the effects
of different gaze positions on pRF preferred positions, and sim-
ulations of the effects of eye movements.
A Gaussian multiplication predicts attraction of the popula-
tion’s preferred position across the entire visual field representa-
tion. As our stimulus range is limited to 11 in diameter, and
receptive fields found in higher visual field maps are very large,
we cannot characterize response properties of populations
whose stimulus-driven pRF does not include the attended loca-
tions in these higher visual field maps. However, we find effects
of attention on preferred position in V1, V2, and V3 for popula-
tions whose stimulus-driven preferred position is located over
4 standard deviations away from either attended location. As
such, attention affects neural response properties even when
response selectivities are far from the attended location.
Furthermore, we found that attention affects pRF preferred
positions across the entire visual hierarchy and that its effects in-
crease up the hierarchy, consistent with previous reports of other
modifications of neural responses by attention (Haenny and
Schiller, 1988; Motter, 1993). While the effect of attention on
preferred position becomes larger, the transformation of neural
responses produced by attention (i.e., the attention field) is
similar throughout the visual hierarchy. Consequently, as visuo-
spatial response selectivity becomes broader, the effect of
attention becomes stronger.
A constant attentional transformation implies that attention
acts either uniformly across the visual hierarchy or early in the
hierarchy, and the resulting effects on neural responses are in-
herited by later visual field maps. In line with the latter interpreta-
tion, previous studies have shown that attention can affect visual
processing as early as the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) (McA-
lonan et al., 2008; O’Connor et al., 2002). Arguing against the
hierarchical propagation of attentional effects in early visual pro-
cessing, Buffalo et al. (2010) show that gain changes induced by
attention occur with shorter latency in higher visual field maps.
In sum, our results extend previous neurophysiological find-
ings that neural position preferences are affected by attention
to a substantial part of the entire visual hierarchy. As such, visual
field representations throughout the visual cortex depend on the
top-down attentional state. In this global view of attention’s ef-
fects, the increasing change in position preference up the hierar-
chy depends on the sharpness of position tuning, with attention
producing similar transformations of visuospatial response
selectivity throughout the visual cortex.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Subjects
Five male subjects participated in the main experiment (ages 25–39). Three
male subjects participated in a control experiment with an alternative stimulus
and task (ages 24–34; Figure S2), two of whom participated in the main exper-
iment. All had normal or corrected to normal acuity. All experiments were
cleared by the ethics committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht.234 Neuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.MRI Acquisition
T1-weighted anatomical MRI data were acquired on a Philips Achieva 3T scan-
ner (Philips Medical Systems) at an isotropic resolution of 1 mm3, with a field of
view (FOV) of 288 3 288 3 175 mm. Repetition time (TR) was 9.958 ms, echo
time (TE) was 4.59 ms, and flip angle was 8. Functional T2*-weighted 2D echo
planar images were acquired on a Phillips 7T scanner using a 32 channel head
coil (NovaMedical) at a resolution of 2.03 2.03 2.0 mm, with an FOV of 1903
1903 50 mm. TR was 1,500 ms, TE was 25 ms, and flip angle was 80. Func-
tional scans were each 248 time frames (372 s) long, of which the first 8 time
frames (12 s) were discarded to ensure a steady signal state. For each subject,
8 scans were acquired for each condition in alternating order, totaling 16 scans
taken over two sessions.
Stimulus Presentation
Visual stimuli were back-projected onto a 15.03 7.9 cm screen inside the MRI
bore. The subject viewed the display through mirrors. The distance from the
subject’s eyes to the display was 41 cm. Display resolution was 1,024 3 538
pixels. Stimuli were limited to a circular area filling the screen’s vertical dimen-
sion, with any area outside this circle remaining at constant mean luminance.
This stimulus circle had a radius of 5.5 visual angle.
Main Stimulus and Task
Visual stimuli were generated inMATLAB using PsychToolbox (Brainard, 1997;
Pelli, 1997). Visual field mapping stimuli consisted of contrast defined bars of
cardinal and diagonal orientations, stepping across the display perpendicular
to each bar’s orientations (Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008). These bars con-
tained 100% contrast checkerboard patterns with alternating rows of checks
moving in opposite directions parallel to the bar orientation. Checkerboard
motion direction reversed at random intervals (minimum 4 s). The bar width
and checkerboard spatial frequency were both 25% of the stimulus radius
(1.37). The bar moved across the stimulus circle in 20 equal steps, each
0.55. As bar steps were synchronized with functional volume acquisitions,
each bar pass took 20 TRs, 30 s. Bars stepped across the display in the four
cardinal directions alternating with the four diagonal directions, totaling eight
bar pass directions. After each cardinal bar pass, 30 s of mean-luminance
(zero contrast) stimulus was displayed.
We added two pink (1/f) noise patterns in circular apertures 0.2 in radius,
centered 5.95 to the left and right of the display center, on which the subjects
performed a contrast discrimination task. The noise patches randomly
changed orientation every 250 ms. The pattern increased contrast on 5% of
orientation changes (randomly chosen and different between scan runs). The
magnitude of the contrast increase was determined for each subject before
scanning so that subjects found these increases difficult to detect but per-
formed above chance. During one entire scanning run, the subjects performed
the task on one location only, alternating between runs. Regardless of the task
location, both noise patterns were always present and changed contrast inde-
pendently. Contrast increment detectionwas reported by a button presswithin
1 s of the contrast increment. Note that a short interval between left and right
contrast increments and a subsequent detection response can be taken as a
detection on both noise patterns.
Before scanning sessions, subjects were trained to perform this task while
suppressing eyemovements. These eye tracking sessions used a highly accu-
rate Eyelink II system (SG Research).
Contrast changes at the attended locationwere followed by responsesmore
often than those at the unattended location (36.1% versus 12.8% detected,
dependent samples t test, t(79) = 15.70, p < 106). Task performance did
not differ between left and right conditions (34.5% versus 37.8% detected).
Control Stimulus and Task
The above rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task design ensures that
subjects attend continually, but subjects do not detect most events, compli-
cating interpretation of their performance. This control experiment presented
the same noise targets in a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) contrast
discrimination task. Here, visual fieldmapping stimuli were only presented dur-
ing the task intervals, ensuring local attention during visual stimulation. To
ensure results generalize to different stimuli, the bar here revealed a stationary
1/f noise pattern. The outer 1 of the stimulus window and the bar aperture
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2AFC contrast discrimination trial. During each trial, apertures revealed a noise
pattern for 166ms followed by an interstimulus interval of 333ms, then another
noise pattern, then an intertrial interval of 833 ms. The second pattern presen-
tation was flipped along the center of the bar’s long axis. During bar presenta-
tions, the two circular peripheral noise patterns were shown, as well as a cen-
tral circular noise pattern (0.12 radius). During the second presentation in
each trial, these circular patterns were randomly rotated around their central
point. To ensure the center pattern was distinguishable from the bar pattern
during periods in which the bar moved behind the center pattern, amean-lumi-
nance circle with a radius of 0.19 was drawn between the two patterns pro-
ducing a separation of 0.07. Other parameters of this stimulus were identical
to the main stimulus.
All patterns increased in contrast on one randomly chosen presentation in
each trail. The mean contrast across both presentations in each trial was iden-
tical for all patterns, trials, and subjects. During the intertrial interval, subjects re-
ported which presentation at the attended noise pattern was higher in contrast.
The contrast increase needed for 75% correct performance was estimated
before scanning. Subjects detected more high-contrast patterns on the at-
tended compared to the unattended side (78.3% versus 52.2%, dependent
samples t test, t(47) = 20.5, p < 106).Task performance did not differ between
left and right conditions (78.7%versus77.8%detected). Forsubjects thatpartic-
ipated in the main and control experiments, task difficulty was similar in both.
Preprocessing
T1-weighted anatomical scanswere resampled to 1mm3 resolution. The result-
inganatomical imagewasautomatically segmentedusingFreesurfer (Daleetal.,
1999) and then hand-edited to minimize segmentation errors (Teo et al., 1997).
The cortical surface was reconstructed at the gray/white matter border and
rendered as a 3D surface (Wandell et al., 2000). fMRI analysis was performed
in the mrVista software package for MATLAB (freely available at http://white.
stanford.edu/software). Head movement artifacts between and within func-
tional scans were measured and corrected for (Nestares and Heeger, 2000).
Functional data were then averaged across scans, aligned to anatomical scans
(Nestares andHeeger, 2000), and interpolated to the anatomical segmentation.
PRF Data Analysis
PRF sizes and positions were estimated from fMRI data and visual stimulus
position time course. Each voxel’s fMRI response was predicted using a 2D
Gaussian pRF model. The pRF is described by four parameters: the preferred
position (x and y parameters), the size (s1) of the location to which the voxel
responds, and the size of a suppressive surround (s2) for each voxel (Zuider-
baan et al., 2012). A detailed description is given elsewhere (Dumoulin and
Wandell, 2008). Briefly, the fMRI time course was predicted from the modeled
pRF taking into account the stimulus time course and a canonical fMRI HRF
(Friston et al., 1998; Glover, 1999; Worsley et al., 2002). Next, we estimated
HRF parameters for each condition separately (Harvey and Dumoulin, 2011),
then averaged these parameters across conditions. Finally, we re-estimated
the pRF parameters for each voxel and condition using this averaged HRF.
PRF preferred positions from the two conditions were first averaged to give a
single pRF model for definition of visual field maps. PRF polar angle and ec-
centricity maps were rendered onto an inflated cortical surface (Wandell
et al., 2000), and the positions of visual field maps were determined and
defined as regions of interest (ROIs). ROI borders were defined following rever-
sals in the polar angle and eccentricity progressions (Sereno et al., 1995; Wan-
dell et al., 2007), and ROIs were identified following published descriptions of
their relative locations (Arcaro et al., 2011; DeYoe et al., 1996; Engel et al.,
1997; Wandell et al., 2007). Voxels were excluded from further analysis if their
pRF models explained less than 30% of response variance in either condition,
if their average eccentricity across both conditions exceeded 5, or if their
mean fMRI signal intensity was lower than that in the surrounding cortex, which
suggests a large influence of pial draining veins on the fMRI signal (Olman
et al., 2012; Winawer et al., 2010).
Alignment and Averaging of fMRI Time Series
For each voxel and bar pass, the mean pRF preferred position across both
conditions was used to determine the temporal interval between the barcrossing the center of the visual field and themean pRF preferred position (Du-
moulin et al., 2014). Within each ROI, fMRI time series from each condition
were then offset by this interval, aligning each voxel’s maximum neural
response to the same time point. All fMRI time series within the ROI were
then averaged together, giving the mean fMRI time series and its SE as shown
in Figure 2.When averaging within each visual field map, fMRI time series were
first detrended, and each voxel’s contribution was weighted by the variance
explained by its pRF model. To reduce contributions of continuing hemody-
namic responses from previous bar passes, we included only voxels with
pRF preferred positions at 0.5–2.5 eccentricity, pRF sizes below 4, and at
least 60% variance explained in both conditions.
PRF Parameter Analyses
To characterize pRF preferred position changes in each visual field map, we
first averaged each voxel’s preferred position estimates from both condi-
tions. Assuming that effects of attention are symmetrical across both halves
of the visual field representation, we then collapsed all measurements into
one visual hemifield, giving a comparison between pRF parameters when
the attended location was in the same hemifield as the pRF versus the iden-
tical position in the opposite hemifield. We then grouped all voxels by their
averaged preferred position into 16 bins, each covering an eccentricity range
of 1.25 visual angle and 45 polar angle. Finally, we determined the mean
pRF preferred position in each bin and compared these between conditions
(Figure S1 provides an overview of each of these steps for a single subject
for V1–hV4).
We summarize the pRF parameters in each visual field map by assuming
linear relationships between them, described by the equation
y = ax +b; Equation 2
where y represents a pRF parameter of interest and x represents eccentricity.
a and b represent the slope and intercept, respectively, and were estimated by
minimizing the residual sum of squares (RSS) to the mean of data in eccentric-
ity ranges sampled at 0.5 steps. We obtained 95% confidence intervals of the
fit by bootstrapping (1,000 iterations). A representative value for each visual
field map was derived from the fit, and its confidence intervals were evaluated
at an eccentricity (x) of 2.5 (Equation 2). We used this procedure to summarize
each visual field map’s pRF size, preferred position change, their ratios, and
the preferred position change along the cortical surface (Figures 3B–3F, 5,
and S3).
To estimate the preferred position change along the cortical surface, we
multiplied each voxel’s pRF preferred position change by its cortical magnifi-
cation factor (Harvey and Dumoulin, 2011).
Attention Field Modeling
Attention effects on pRF position preferences were modeled by the multiplica-
tion of two Gaussians (m1,s1 and m2,s2), which produces a third Gaussian
(m3,s3). The properties of this third Gaussian are derived from two equations.
First, the standard deviation (size) of their product (s3) is given by the equation
s23 =
s21s
2
2
s21 +s
2
2
Equation 3
Second, the mean (position, m3) is given by the equation
m3 =
m1s
2
2 +m2s
2
1
s22 +s
2
1
: Equation 4
In our experiment, we measure the pRF preferred position and size twice,
each being the product of the same stimulus-driven pRF (SD pRF) and two
attention fields (AF). Critically, we assume the attention fields have different
but known positions (the target locations) and the same size (as they have
the same task and eccentricity). Therefore, we need to estimate three param-
eters: (i) SD pRF position (mSD), (ii) SD pRF size (sSD), and (iii) AF size (sAF).
These parameters depend on each other such that when one is known the
others can be derived by Equations 3 and 4.
Here, we estimate these three parameters using a forward model. First, we
systematically vary AF size and SD pRF position. For each value of AF size, we
derive the SD pRF size, which is given by the equationNeuron 84, 227–237, October 1, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 235
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s2AF
s2AF
s2RF
 1
; Equation 5
where sRF is the mean pRF size across both attention conditions. This equa-
tion is derived from Equation 3. We use mean pRF size to give a more reliable
estimate of pRF size. Next, we predict pRF position (mRFp) given these specific
parameters:
mRFp =

mSDs
2
AF

+

mAFs
2
SD

s2SD +s
2
AF
: Equation 6
We do this for each attention field position, yielding two different pRF posi-
tion predictions (mRFLp and mRFRp,). We sum the squared differences between
these predicted positions and the measured preferred positions across all
bins (i), giving the residual sum of squared errors, SSR:
SSR=
Xn
i = 1
mRFLpðiÞ  mRFLðiÞ+ mRFRpðiÞ  mRFRðiÞ
2
; Equation 7
where mRFL and mRFR are measured pRF preferred positions in the left and right
conditions, respectively. We also compute the sum across bins of squared dif-
ferences between measured preferred positions, the total sum of squared
(SST) difference between conditions:
SST =
Xn
i = 1

mRFLðiÞ +mRFRðiÞ
2
: Equation 8
From these values, we can compute the proportion of the difference be-
tween conditions that is explained by this putative attention field, the variance
explained:
VE = 1 SSR
SST
: Equation 9
We chose the SD pRF position (mSD) and AF size (sAF) that maximize the vari-
ance explained (Equation 9). In the case of a single attention field fit across all
areas, we maximized the summed variance explained across all visual field
maps. We used a 400-fold cross-validation procedure, which estimates the
best fitting attention field for randomly selected halves of the binned data and
evaluates thefit bydetermining thevarianceexplained in thecomplementaryhalf.
We compute SSR using only horizontal positions because the model pre-
dicts no vertical position change between mRFLp and mRFRp when the two
attention fields have the same vertical position (Equation 6). However, the
VE reported in Figures 4 and S4 also takes into account variations in vertical
positions. All model outcomes are the median and 95% confidence intervals
of all model-fitting iterations. Reported p values describe the proportion of
values from one distribution that exceed the values in the second distribution.
Finally, Equation 1 is the difference between two versions of Equation 6
when (1) the two attention field centers are the same distance from fixation
in opposite direction, like our attended targets (mAFL =mAFR), (2) both attention
fields have the same size (sAF), and (3) the stimulus-driven pRF (mSD and sSD) is
the same for both conditions. Our experimental design and some straightfor-
ward assumptions ensure that these conditions are met in our experiment. The
preferred position change between conditions (mRFL  mRFR) is given by the
following equation, which simplifies to give Equation 1:
mRFR  mRFL =

mSDs
2
AF

+

mAFRs
2
SD

s2SD +s
2
AF



mSDs
2
AF

+
 mAFLs2SD
s2SD +s
2
AF

Equation 10
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